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1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with a class of matroids defined on the edge set of a 
graph. To be precise, if G=(l/E) is a graph and 9 is the set of those subsets A of 
E having the property that each component of G[A] has at most one cycle, then 9 
is a collection of independent sets of a matroid on E. This matroid is called the 
bicircular matroid of G and is denoted B(G). A matroid M is called bit-circular if 
there exists a graph G such that M= B(G). In this case, G is called a representation 
of M. This paper addresses the recognition problem for bicircular matroids. Specifi- 
cally, if M is a matroid, the recognition problem for A4 is to determine whether M 
is bicircular. Chandru, Coullard, and Wagner [2] proved that this problem is NP- 
hard, even when M is specified as the matric matroid of a given matrix. 
This paper contains three main results on bicircular matroids. The first is struc- 
tural. For a given matroid M and graph G, a set of necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions is obtained for A4 to be the bicircular matroid of G. This result is motivated 
in part by the fact that a set of similar conditions has been obtained by Seymour 
[13] characterizing when M is the polygon matroid [21] of G. Within the context 
of this paper, it serves as the basis for the second main result, a polynomial-time 
algorithm that solves a restricted version of the recognition problem for bicircular 
matroids. Specifically, the algorithm determines whether a given matroid is the 
bicircular matroid of a graph that is a member of a certain family of graphs. This 
family consists of the graphs homeomorphic from what are called here generalized 
wheels, pinwheels, and the graph K,. (These graphs will be described in detail in 
the next section.) This family of graphs has arisen in the work of Coullard, de1 
Greco, and Wagner [4] and Lov&z [9]. Finally, the complexity result of Chandru 
et al. mentioned above is strengthened by proving that the recognition problem for 
bicircular matroids remains NP-hard for Halin graphs, a class of graphs closely 
related to generalized wheels. 
The results of this paper are motivated by a desire to understand bicircular 
matroids, and in particular, to understand the similarities and differences between 
bicircular matroids and polygon matroids. Observe that the independent sets of the 
polygon matroid of a given graph G closely resemble those of the bicircular matroid 
of G, namely, a set A of edges of G is independent in the polygon matroid of G 
if and only if G[A] is acyclic. 
One difference between bicircular matroids and polygon matroids is revealed by 
contrasting their respective recognition problems. As mentioned above, the recogni- 
tion problem for bicircular matroids is NP-hard, even when the given matroid is 
matric. However, Seymour [13] proved that the recognition problem for polygon 
matroids can be solved in polynomial time, even when the matroid is specified by 
an oracle. Seymour’s algorithm uses the structural characterization of polygon 
matroids mentioned above together with any polynomial-time algorithm that deter- 
mines whether a given binary matroid is a polygon matroid of a graph, and if so, 
constructs such a graph. (There exist many such algorithms.) 
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On the other hand, bicircular and polygon matroids both admit polynomial-time 
algorithms for the closely related realization problem. For a bicircular matroid IV, 
the realization problem is to construct a graph representation of M. Indeed, when 
A4 is specified as the matric matroid of a given matrix over the set of real numbers, 
the algorithm of this paper coupled with that of Coullard et al. [4] yields a poly- 
nomial-time algorithm for the realization problem. A second such polynomial-time 
algorithm has been developed independently in a series of papers by Shull, Orlin, 
Shuchat, and Gardner [IS] and Shull, Shuchat, Orlin, and Gardner [16]. The corre- 
sponding realization problem for polygon matroids is also solvable in polynomial 
time. In fact, essentially all of the algorithms for solving the recognition problem 
for polygon matroids also solve the realization problem since they determine 
whether the given matroid is the polygon matroid of some graph by attempting to 
construct one such graph. In this sense, the realization problem is a relaxation of 
the recognition problem. 
The algorithms of Coullard et al. and Shull et al. for the realization problem for 
bicircular matroids were motivated to a large extent by certain connections that 
exists between bicircular matroids and linear programming. Both of these algo- 
rithms are aimed at the problem of converting a given linear-programming problem 
to an equivalent problem whose constraint matrix has special structure. Specifically, 
bicircular matroids are related to the matric matroids of the constraint matrices of 
a class of linear-programming problems called generalized-network flow problems 
(abbreviated gnf problems). The constraint matrices of these linear-programming 
problems, called generalized-network flow matrices (abbreviated gnf matrices), are 
characterized by having at most two nonzero entries per column. Gnf problems are 
important for at least two reasons. First, they have a number of applications, and 
second, they can be solved efficiently in practice [8]. Moreover, Goldberg, Plotkin, 
and Tardos [6] have developed a polynomial-time combinatorial algorithm for a 
subclass of gnf problems. A precise description of the relationship between bicircu- 
lar matroids and gnf matrices is somewhat technical and is delayed until the next 
section. It suffices to say here that both algorithms exploit this relationship to solve 
a restricted version of the conversion problem mentioned above. 
The remainder of the paper is outlined as follows. The next section introduces a 
number of preliminaries, including a description of how the results of this paper can 
be used to solve the realization problem for bicircular matroids. Section 3 contains 
the structural characterization of bicircular matroids, and Sections 4 and 5 contain 
the main algorithmic results. Finally, Section 6 contains the strengthening of the 
complexity result of Chandru et al. 
2. Preliminaries 
A general familiarity with graphs and matroids is assumed. For an introduction, 
see Bondy and Murty [l] and Welsh [21] respectively. For clarity, however, some 
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definitions and notation are now established. Let G be a graph where V and E are 
the sets of vertices and edges of G respectively. The sets of vertices and edges of a 
graph G are also denoted by V(G) and E(G) respectively. If H is a graph, then 
H c G denotes that H is a subgraph of G. If S c E, then G[S] denotes the subgraph 
of G induced by S, and G \S denotes the subgraph obtained by deleting all the edges 
in S. In addition, G/S is the graph obtained from G by contracting the edges in S. 
Let u E I/. The graph G \ {u} denotes the subgraph of G obtained by deleting u 
and all the edges of G having u as an end. Also, St,(o), called the star of u, is the 
set of edges of G having u as an end. The vertex u is called isolated if St,(u) = 0. 
Two subgraphs H, and H, of G are called vertex disjoint if V(H,) fl V(H,) = 0. A 
component of G is called a tree component if it contains no cycle and is called cyclic 
otherwise. If it contains exactly one cycle, then it is called a l-tree. The graph K, 
denotes the complete graph on n vertices, and K,,., ~21, denotes the complete 
bipartite graph with vertex partition (VI, V,} where ) V,) =3 and IV,1 =n. Two 
graphs G, and G2 are equal, written G, = G2, if one can be obtained from the other 
by renaming vertices. Finally, 6 denotes a digraph whose underlying graph is G. 
A matrix A is called a vertex-edge incidence matrix of a graph G if the rows and 
columns of A are indexed over V(G) and E(G) respectively, and the (u, e) entry of 
A, u E V(G), eE E(G), is a 1 if and only if u is an end of e. Two matrices of the 
same dimensions are said to have the same nonzero pattern if corresponding entries 
are either both zero or nonzero. 
Let M:= (E, @) be a matroid where E is the ground set and @ is the set of circuits 
of M. For S c E, M \S and M/S denote the matroids obtained from A4 by deleting 
and contracting the elements in S respectively. Two elements e and fare in series 
if {e, f ] is a cocircuit. A series class of M is a maximal subset of E every pair of 
elements of which is in series. The matroid M* is the dual of M. If C is a circuit 
and D is a cocircuit, then 1 C fl DI # 1. This property is called orthogonalify. If B is 
a base of M and e E E - B, then B U {e} contains a unique circuit called the funda- 
mental circuit of B U {e}. If r is the rank function of M, then M is called connected 
if there does not exist a partition {E,,E,} of E such that IE, 1 L 15 lEzl and 
r(E,) + r(E2) = r(E). A component of M is a maximal set S c E such that M\(E - S) 
is connected. The rank of M, that is, the value of r(E), will be denoted e(M). 
Matroids M, := (El, @,) and M2 := (E,, &) are equal, written M, =M2, if E, = E2 
and @, = Q2. Finally, if A is a matrix, then M(A) denotes the matric matroid of A, 
and A is called a representation of M(A). 
c3x3-0 t) 
Bl ‘32 83 
Fig. 1. 
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A graph is called a bicycle if it is homeomorphic from one of the graphs B, , B2, 
or B, in Fig. 1. If a graph is homeomorphic from B;, 1 rir3, then it is called a 
type-i bicycle. If G is a graph, the edge sets of the bicycles of G are the circuits of 
B(G). A bicircular matroid may have more than one representation. For example, 
the graphs B2 and B3 in Fig. 1 represent the same matroid assuming E(B,) =E(B,). 
Bicircular matroids were introduced by Simdes-Pereira [ 17, 181 and later studied by 
Matthews [lo, 111 and others [2,3,12,14,20,22-241. If SC_ E, then the rank of S in 
B(G) is lVG]SI)I - IVG[SI)I, w h ere T(G[S]) is the set of tree components of 
G[S]. Furthermore, S is a cocircuit of B(G) if and only if it is a minimal set of edges 
of G whose deletion increases the number of tree components. In addition, if G has 
at least two edges, B(G) is connected if and only if G has no degree-one vertices 
and is not a cycle [lo]. 
As stated in Section 1, bicircular matroids are related to the matric matroids of 
gnf matrices. To make this relationship precise, it is convenient to introduce a class 
of matroids that contains the bicircular matroids as a proper subclass. This class of 
matroids will be referred to again in Section 6. 
The pair (6, W) is called a weighted digraph if w : E + fR - {0}, where G is a 
graph having edge set E and R is the set of real numbers. The function w specifies 
the weights on the edges of G. An oriented cycle of a graph is a cycle to which one 
of the two possible orientations has been assigned. 
Let (6, w) be a weighted digraph where G has edge set E. If C is an oriented 
cycle of G, R is the set of edges of C that are directed in G opposite to the orienta- 
tion of C (reverse edges), and F is the set of the remaining edges of C (forward 
edges), then C is called a unit-gain cycle of (6, w) if 
($Fw(4)(IJR w(e)-‘) = 1. 
The set of edge sets of the unit-gain cycles of (6, w) along with those of the 
bicycles of G no cycle of which is unit-gain is the set of circuits of a matroid on E 
called the gain matroid of (G, w) and is denoted GN(G, w) [22]. Note that if (6, w) 
has no unit-gain cycles, then GN(G, w) =B(G). A matroid M is called a gain 
matroid if there exists a weighted digraph (6, w) such that M=GN(G, w). Bi- 
circular matroids are gain matroids. To see this, let G be a graph with edge set E, 
and let w : E -+ P where P is the set of prime numbers and w is injective. Clearly, 
GN(G, w) =B(G). 
A gain matroid is matric and moreover has a representation which is a gnf matrix. 
To see this, consider the gain matroid GN(G, w), and let N be a matrix whose rows 
and columns are indexed over V(G) and E(G) respectively and whose entries are 
defined as follows: if UE V(G) and eEE(G), then the (u,e) entry of N is 
%J,,) = 
: 
-1, if e is directed out of u, 
w(e), if e is directed into u and e is not a loop, and 
0, otherwise. 
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Using standard linear-algebra technique:, it can be shown that the set of bases of N 
coincides with the set of bases of_GN(G, W) [S]. Consequently, M(N) = GN(G, w). 
Call N the associated matrix of (G, w). The preceding construction can be reversed. 
Specifically, if N is a gnf matrix, let N’ be a matrix obtained from N by scaling the 
columns of N so that each column has a -1 entry. (Note that M(N)=M(N’).) 
Clearly, there exists a weighted digraph, called an associated weighted digraph of 
N, whose associated matrix is N’. To summarize, gain matroids are the matric 
matroids of gnf matrices, and moreover, bicircular matroids are the matric matroids 
of gnf matrices whose associated weighted digraphs have no unit-gain cycles. Such 
matrices are called bicircular gnf matrices. (Note that if N is a gnf matrix, then any 
two associated weighted digraphs of N have the same set of unit-gain cycles.) 
The remainder of this section describes how to use the algorithm of Coullard et 
al. [4] together with the results of this paper to solve the realization problem for 
bicircular matroids. 
Let A be a full-row-rank matrix. The matrix A is said to have property B if it is 
row equivalent to a bicircular gnf matrix. (Clearly, if A has property B, then M(A) 
is bicircular.) The algorithm of Coullard et al. mentioned above is a polynomial- 
time algorithm, called algorithm TRANSFORM, for solving the realization problem 
for the matroid M(A) assuming M(A) is connected and A has property B. The fol- 
lowing proposition addresses the case where M(A) is connected and bicircular but 
does not have property B. 
Proposition 2.1. Let A be a full-row-rank matrix. Zf M(A) is connected and bicircu- 
lar but does not have property B, then for any representation G of M(A) that has 
no isolated vertices, the following hold: 
(i) every vertex has degree at least two, 
(ii) every pair of cycles share a vertex, and 
(iii) no vertex is contained in every cycle. 
Proof. Let G be a representation of M(A). Suppose first that G has a degree-one 
vertex. Since B(G) is connected, G consists of a single edge. Therefore, A is 1 x 1 
and its single entry is nonzero. Clearly then, A has property B, a contradiction. 
Therefore, (i) holds. 
Now suppose that G has either a vertex that is contained in every cycle or a pair 
of vertex-disjoint cycles. Now the matroid M(A) has a representation G’ such that 
the star of every vertex of G’ is a cocircuit of B(G’) [3, Lemma 4.41. Moreover, if 
the graph G has a vertex that is contained in every cycle, G’ has a loop. In addition, 
if G has a pair of vertex-disjoint cycles, then so does G’. Since the star of every 
vertex of G’ is a cocircuit of B(G’), there exists a matrix T such that TA has the 
same nonzero pattern as a vertex-edge incidence matrix of G’ [3, Proposition 5.11. 
Since G’ has either a loop or a pair of vertex-disjoint cycles, this matrix T is non- 
singular [3, Proposition 5.2). Therefore, A has property B, a contradiction. This 
proves (ii) and (iii). q 
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An algorithm for the realization problem for a connected bicircular matroid 
M(A) can now be described assuming A has full row rank. First, use the algorithms 
of Sections 4 and 5 to test if M(A) has a representation satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) 
of Proposition 2.1, and if so, produce such a representation. If not, then M(A) has 
property B. In this case, apply algorithm TRANSFORM to obtain a representation 
of M(A). 
The assumption that M(A) is connected is made without loss of generality. To see 
why, suppose that A is rn x n, and assume that the first 172 columns of A constitute 
an identity matrix. An m x n matrix having this property is in standardform. (Since 
A has full row rank, A can be converted into a matrix in standard form in poly- 
nomial time.) Suppose that the rows and columns of A are indexed over the sets R 
and C respectively. Construct a bipartite graph G with vertex partition {R, C} and 
having an edge with ends r E R and c E C if and only if the (r, c) entry of A is non- 
zero. The graph G is connected if and only if M(A) is connected [19]. It follows that 
if G has k components, then the rows and columns of A can be permuted so that 
A can be written in block diagonal form as 
where M(A,), 1 risk, is a component of M(A). Note that for 1 <is k, A, is in 
standard form. Since deletion minors of bicircular matroids are bicircular [lo], 
algorithm TRANSFORM and the algorithms of this paper can be used to construct 
for 1 silk a graph G, such that M(A;) =B(G,). Clearly, M(A) is the bicircular 
matroid of the graph whose components are the graphs G;, lsi< k. Finally, it 
should be noted that the matrices A;, l<i< k, can be computed in O(n2) time [7]. 
The last result of this section is a characterization of the graphs that satisfy condi- 
tions (i)-(iii) of Proposition 2.1. 
A connected loopless graph G having at least four vertices is called a generalized 
wheel if there exists a vertex LJ, called a hub vertex, such that G \ { u} is a cycle every 
vertex of which is adjacent to u. A vertex of G that is not u is called a rim vertex. 
If an edge of G has u as an end, then it is called a spoke. Otherwise, it is called a 
rim edge. A maximal set of spokes every pair of which has the same set of ends is 
called a spoke class. If every spoke class has only one spoke, then G is called a 
wheel. Note that if G has at least five vertices, then G has a unique hub vertex. 
A connected loopless graph with vertex set R such that 1 R 1 = 3 is called a pinwheel 
if every pair of vertices of R are joined by at least two edges. A connected loopless 
graph G with at least four vertices is called a pinwheel if there exists a subset R of 
V(G) such that lR1 = 3, every vertex in R has degree at least three, and every vertex 
not in R is joined to every vertex in R by exactly one edge. The vertices in R are 
called rim vertices, and the edges having both ends in R are called rim edges. An 
edge that is not a rim edge is called a spoke. The subgraph of G induced by the three 
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spokes incident to a nonrim vertex is called a wing. Note that the subgraph induced 
by the set of spokes is K,,, for some nz 1. 
A version of the following theorem is due to Lovasz [9]. 
Theorem 2.2. A graph satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) of Proposition 2.1 if and only if 
it is homeomorphic from KS, a generalized wheel, or a pin wheel. 
The next three sections are devoted to developing polynomial-time algorithms for 
testing whether a matroid A4 is a bicircular matroid with a representation that satis- 
fies conditions (i)-(iii). The algorithms do not assume that M is bicircular. 
3. Characterizing bicircular matroids 
The purpose of this section is to identify necessary and sufficient conditions for 
a given matroid to be the bicircular matroid of a given graph. 
Theorem 3.1. If M is a matroid and G is a connected graph, then M= B(G) if and 
only if 
(i) the star of every vertex of G is a union of cocircuits of M, 
(ii) the edge set of a vertex-disjoint union of cycles of G is independent in M, and 
(iii) Q(M) (@(B(G)). 
Proof. (-) Conditions (ii) and (iii) hold trivially. If u is a vertex of G, then since 
G \st,(u) has at least one more tree component than does G (the isolated vertex u, 
for example), St,(o) contains a cocircuit D, of B(G). If DI = sto(o), the result fol- 
lows. Otherwise, let G’:= G \Dl. By the same argument, St,,(o) contains a cocir- 
cuit D, of B(G’). However, B(G’) =B(G)\D, [lo], and so D2 U S is a cocircuit of 
B(G) where S c D1 c sto(u). If D, U D2= St,(u), then, as before, the result is 
proved. Otherwise, let G”:= G’ \D,. Continuing this process yields the result. 
(+) Claim. If H c G and each component of H is either a tree or a 1 -tree, then E(H) 
is independent in M. 
Proof of Claim. Suppose the claim is false, and let H be a counterexample with 
IE(H)) a minimum. Note that E(H)#B. If H is a union of cycles, then E(H) by 
assumption is independent in M, a contradiction. Therefore, H has a degree-one 
vertex u. Let e be the edge of H that has u as an end. By condition (i), e is an element 
of a cocircuit D of M such that D fl E(H) = {e}. Therefore, if C is a circuit of M 
contained in E(H), then e $ C by orthogonality. Since each component of H \ {e} 
is a tree or a l-tree and H \ {e> has one less edge than H, E(H \ {e}) is independent 
in M, a contradiction, since by assumption, E(H \ {e}) contains a circuit of M. 
Now let B be a base of B(G). Since G[B] is the vertex-disjoint union of trees and 
l-trees, B is independent in M by the claim. Therefore, Q(B(G))sQ(M), and SO by 
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(iii), M and B(G) have the same rank. Therefore, B is a base of A4. It remains to 
show that every base of A4 is a base of B(G). Let B be a base of M, and suppose 
B is dependent in B(G). In this case, G[B] contains a bicycle K of G. If K is a type-2 
bicycle, let e be an edge of one of the cycles of K. Otherwise, choose e arbitrarily. 
Since E(K \ {e}) is independent in B(G) and G is connected, E(K \{e}) can be ex- 
tended to a base B’ of B(G) such that G[B’] is connected. Since A4 and B(G) have 
the same rank, B’ is a base of M. Therefore, B’U {e} contains a unique circuit 
C of M. By orthogonality, G[C] has no degree-one vertices. By condition (ii), 
E(K) = C, a contradiction, since C = E(K) L B. So B is independent in B(G), and 
again, since M and B(G) have the same rank, B is a base of B(G) completing the 
proof. El 
If condition (ii) is deleted and (iii) is replaced by 
(iii’) Q(M) I &P(G)) 
where P(G) is the polygon matroid of G, then Seymour proved that M=P(G) if 
and only if conditions (i) and (iii’) hold [13]. 
Condition (ii) is indispensable. For example, let G be a type-2 bicycle both cycles 
of which have two edges, and let M:=P(G). Conditions (i) and (iii) of Theorem 
3.1 hold, but M#B(G). The following special case will be needed later. 
Corollary 3.2. If M is a matroid and G is a graph that has no pair of vertex-disjoint 
cycles, then M= B(G) if and only if 
(i) the star of every vertex of G is a union of cocircuits of M, 
(ii) the edge set of every cycle of G is independent in M, and 
(iii) e(M)<e(B(G)). 
4. Generalized wheels 
In this section, a polynomial-time algorithm is described that determines whether 
an arbitrary matroid is the bicircular matroid of a graph that is homeomorphic from 
a generalized wheel. If so, the algorithm constructs an appropriate graph. Other- 
wise, the algorithm returns the conclusion that no such graph exists. The validity 
of the algorithm along with that of the algorithm of the next section that recognizes 
bicircular matroids of graphs homeomorphic from pinwheels will follow easily from 
Corollary 3.2. 
Let r, be the subclass of generalized wheels having at least four spoke classes. 
Proposition 4.1. If G is a wheel in I$, then a three-element cocircuit of B(G) is the 
star of a vertex. 
Proof. Let u be the hub vertex of G, and let D be a three-element cocircuit of B(G). 
Suppose that there are at least k spokes remaining after the spokes in D are deleted 
from G. Since G has at least four spokes, kr 1. If kz4, then u is clearly a vertex 
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of a cyclic component of G \D. If 15 kl3, then D contains exactly k - 1 rim edges, 
and so again, o is a vertex of a cyclic component of G \D. Let T be the unique tree 
component of G \O. Suppose T has a degree-one vertex. Therefore, T has at least 
two such vertices u and w. Since u is not a vertex of T, there are edges in D with 
ends u and v, and w and v respectively. The remaining edge in D has ends u and 
w. In this case, G has only two spokes, a contradiction. Therefore, T is an isolated 
vertex, and so D is the star of a vertex, completing the proof. Cl 
Clearly, if G is a generalized wheel with at least three spoke classes, then the star 
of every vertex of G is a cocircuit of B(G). 
Let M be a matroid with ground set E, lE 1 L 8. Algorithm WR outlined below 
(Wheel Recognition) either returns a wheel in r, whose bicircular matroid is M or 
terminates with the conclusion that no such wheel exists. (Generalized wheels will 
be treated later.) A discussion of how each task required by the algorithm might be 
carried out along with an analysis of the complexity of the algorithm follows the 
outline. Text enclosed within “(*” and “*)” is a comment. Also, the instruction 
“STOP” means that M is not the bicircular matroid of a wheel in r,. 
Algorithm WR. 
Input: A matroid M specified by a ground set E, IE 1 L 8, and an independence 
oracle. 
Output: A wheel G in IY, such that M=B(G) or the conclusion that no such 
wheel exists. 
Step WRI (* Construct a wheel G *). Determine whether the elements of E can 
be labeled and partitioned into two sets S := (ei 1 15 i I n} and R := {A 1 1 <i 5 n}, 
suchthatthesequenceofsets <{fi,el,f2},{f2,e2,f3),..., {fn-l,en-l,h>, {f,,e,,h>> 
represents an ordering of all the three-element cocircuits of M. (* Note that n L 4. *) 
If the sets S and R do not exist, STOP. Otherwise, let G be a wheel such that S is 
the set of spokes, R is the set of rim edges, and for 1 <i I II, J is adjacent to ei and 
ei+t (with subscripts taken mod n). 
Step WR2 (* Check if M=B(G) *). If e(M)> II/(G)!, STOP. (* Note that 
( V(G)) =&B(G)) *) If S is not a cocircuit of M, STOP. If there is a cycle of G 
whose edge set is dependent in M, STOP. Otherwise, output G and END. 
Step WRl of Algorithm WR can be accomplished as follows. First, generate the 
set d of all three-element cocircuits of M. For each DE A, determine whether D has 
a unique element that is contained in no other member of A. If such an element does 
not exist for some member of d , Step WRl cannot be completed. Otherwise, choose 
some member of d and call it DI. Let e, denote the unique element of D1 that is 
contained in no other member of A. Label the other two elements of D, as ft and 
fi. In general, suppose f,, el, f2, e2, f3, . . . , fk, ek, and fk+ , have been labeled, k? 1. 
If there does not exist exactly one other member of d (excluding Dk) containing 
f k+l, then again Step WRl cannot be completed. Otherwise, let Dk+l denote this 
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cocircuit, and let ek+ I denote the unique element of Dk+, that is contained in no 
other member of d. Assuming that it has not already been labeled, label the re- 
maining unlabeled element of D,, , as fk+2, Continuing this process, there will 
come a point at which some three-element cocircuit Dks is chosen containing the 
previously labeled element fkr. After labeling the unique element of Dks that is not 
contained in any other member of d as ek’, the remaining element of Dk, will have 
already been labeled in a previous stage. Call this element f. There are two cases to 
consider. Suppose first that f#f,. In this case, Step WRl cannot be completed. 
Nowsupposef=f,. Inthiscase,ifthesequence(f,,e,,f,,e,,f,,...,f,,,e,,,fi)con- 
tains all the elements of E, then the sets S and R exist. Otherwise, Step WRl cannot 
be completed. 
The total amount of work is dominated by the time required to compute the set 
d. Using the independence oracle, d can be computed in 0( IE 14) time. (If r* is the 
corank function of A4, then for Xc E, r*(X) = 1x1 -r(E) + r(E-X) [21]. Conse- 
quently, r*(X) can be computed in O(lEl) time using the greedy algorithm, and so 
testing if X is a cocircuit requires 0( (X1 JE 1) time.) It takes 0( IE () time to compute 
Q(M) and O(lEl’) time to determine if S is a cocircuit of M. Finally, generating 
and testing the edge sets of the cycles for independence can be done in O(IE 13) 
time. 
Suppose M=B(G) where G is a wheel in r,,.. By Proposition 4.1, the set of three- 
element cocircuits of M is precisely the set of stars of the rim vertices of G. Since 
an edge of G is a rim edge if and only if it is an element of the stars of exactly two 
rim vertices, the graph constructed in Step WRl of Algorithm WR is the graph G. 
If, however, A4 is not the bicircular matroid of such a wheel, then the algorithm will 
conclude this by Corollary 3.2. 
The preceding observations are summarized in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Algorithm WR is correct and requires O(lE14) time. 
Suppose M=B(G) where G is a generalized wheel in r,V that has a spoke class 
with at least two edges. Assume that a mechanism can be devised to recognize when 
two elements of A4 are in the same spoke class of G. In this case, the spoke classes 
of G can be determined. Suppose S,, Sz, . . . , S,. are the spoke classes, and for 1 I is r, 
choose ej E S;. Let 
S := U (S;- {e;}). 
i=l 
Since M= B(G), 
M\S=B(G)\S=B(G\S). 
Clearly, G \S is a wheel. Therefore, Algorithm WR will return the graph G \S when 
it is applied to M\S. The graph G can now be recovered by adding the elements 
in S to G \S as spokes so that for 15 is r, the spoke class containing e, is S;. The 
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next proposition provides a way to determine when two elements of A4 are in the 
same spoke class of G. 
Proposition 4.3. If G is a generalized wheel in r, all of whose spoke classes have 
at most two edges, then edges e and f of G are in the same spoke class if and only 
if there exists two four-element circuits Cl and C2 of B(G) such that C, f~ Cl = 
{e9f 1. 
Proof. Call a four-edge bicycle of G type A if it is isomorphic to the graph of Fig. 
2(a) and type B if it is isomorphic to the graph of Fig. 2(b). Clearly, every four-edge 
bicycle of G is either type A or type B. Suppose u is the hub vertex of G. 
(a) Suppose the edges e and f are in the same spoke class of G. Let a and b be 
the rim edges of G that are incident to both e and f, and let c and d be spokes neither 
of which is e or f, and that are incident to a and b, respectively. Now let C, := 
{a,c,e, f > and C, := (b,d,e, f}. Clearly, G[C,] and G[Cz] are type-A bicycles. 
(*) Let B, := G[C,] and B, := G[C,]. First suppose that both B, and Bz are 
type-A bicycles. Suppose B, and B, share a rim edge a. If u and w are the ends of 
a, then each of the five edges in (C, U Cz) - {a} either has ends u and u or w and 
u. By the pigeon-hole principle, G therefore has a spoke class with at least three 
edges, a contradiction. So e and f are both spokes. If e and f do not have the same 
ends, then B, and B, must also share a rim edge, a contradiction. 
Now suppose that B, is type A and B2 is type B. Note that e and f are both spokes 
in this case. If e and f do not have the same ends, and u and w are the ends of the 
rim edge to which e and f are both incident, then, as before, each of the remaining 
five edges in C, U C, either has ends u and u, or w and u, a contradiction. 
Finally, suppose that both B, and B, are type B. If e and f do not have the same 
ends and u and w are the rim vertices of G that are ends of e and f respectively, 
then each of the four edges in (C, U C,) - {e, f } either has ends u and u, or w and 
u, a contradiction. 0 
If M= B(G) where G is a generalized wheel in r,, the spoke classes of G can be 
easily identified by generating the three-element circuits of h4 and then if necessary 
generating the four-element circuits of M and applying Proposition 4.3. (Note that 
C is a three-element circuit of B(G) if and only if G[C] is a three-edge type-3 bicycle. 
Therefore, the elements of C are in the same spoke class.) An algorithm to deter- 
mine whether a matroid is the bicircular matroid of a generalized wheel in r, runs 
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generally as in the description prior to the proposition. The details are left to the 
reader. The algorithm still requires O(lE14) time. 
Finally, consider the problem of recognizing when a matroid A4 with ground set 
E is the bicircular matroid of a graph that is homeomorphic from a generalized 
wheel in r,. Call a subgraph of a graph a line if it is a path whose internal vertices 
(if any) have degree two and whose ends have degree at least three. Suppose that 
M=B(G) where G is homeomorphic from a generalized wheel in r,,,. Consider any 
graph obtained from G by contracting all but one edge from every line of G. If S 
is the set of edges contracted, then [lo] 
M/S=B(G)/S=B(G/S). 
Clearly, G/S is a generalized wheel in r,, and consequently, Algorithm WR can be 
used to construct it. A mechanism is therefore needed to recognize when an element 
of M is an edge of a line of G that has at least two edges. If S 5 E, S is a series class 
of M if and only if G[S] is a line [3]. To cosinzp/ify a matroid means to contract 
all but one element from every series class. To obtain an algorithm to recognize 
when a matroid is the bicircular matroid of a graph that is homeomorphic from a 
generalized wheel in r,, it is therefore only necessary to first cosimplify the matroid 
and then to use Algorithm WR. Suppose A?= B(G) where %i denotes a cosimplifica- 
tion of A4 and G is the generalized wheel obtained by using Algorithm WR. If i? 
is the ground set of I@ and eEE, let L, denote the series class of A4 containing e. 
Let G be the graph obtained from G by adding the elements of 
to G as edges so that for eEi?, &[L,] is a line. Clearly, B(G) =B(G) since per- 
muting the edges within a line of a graph preserves the bicircular matroid of the 
graph [3]. Since cosimplifying M requires only 0(jEi3) time, the recognition algo- 
rithm just described needs O(lE14) time. A detailed description of the algorithm is 
left to the reader. 
Recognizing when a matroid is the bicircular matroid of a graph that is homeo- 
morphic from a generalized wheel not in r, can be easily done by cosimplifying, 
identifying the spoke classes, and enumerating. Again, the details are left to the 
reader. 
5. Pinwheels 
In this section, polynomial-time algorithms are described that determine whether 
an arbitrary matroid is the bicircular matroid of a graph that is homeomorphic from 
a pinwheel or a K,. If so, the algorithm constructs an appropriate graph. Other- 
wise, the algorithm returns the conclusion that no such graph exists. 
Let rP denote the subclass of pinwheels having at least three wings. 
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Proposition 5.1. If G is a pinwheel in rP, then a three-element cocircuit of B(G) is 
the star of a vertex of G. 
Proof. Let D be a three-element cocircuit of B(G), and let T be the unique tree com- 
ponent of G \D. Suppose T has a degree-one vertex. Therefore, T has at least two 
such vertices u and u. Since G has no degree-one or degree-two vertices and IDI = 3, 
there exists an eED that has ends u and u. If T has a third degree-one vertex, then 
it has exactly three degree-one vertices. In this case, G is isomorphic to K4, a con- 
tradiction. Therefore, T is a path. If T has a degree-two vertex, then since every 
vertex of G has degree at least three, at least two edges of D have both their ends 
in T. Therefore, T is the only component of G \ D for otherwise G has a cut vertex 
or is disconnected. It follows that G has at most six edges, a contradiction. Conse- 
quently, T has exactly one edge, and so since no two spokes have the same ends, 
e is a rim edge of G, and u and u are rim vertices. Note that both u and u have degree 
at most four. However, since u and u are rim vertices and G has at least three wings, 
both have degree at least five, a contradiction. Therefore, T is an isolated vertex, 
and D is the star of this vertex. D 
Clearly, if G is in rp, the star of every vertex of G is a cocircuit of B(G). 
Let A4 be a matroid with ground set E, lE 1 2 9. Algorithm PR outlined below 
(Pinwheel Recognition) either returns a pinwheel in r, whose bicircular matroid is 
A4 or terminates with the conclusion that no such pinwheel exists. The algorithm 
proceeds roughly as follows. In Step PRl, three disjoint three-element cocircuits of 
M are selected (if possible) in order to construct a K,,, which must be a subgraph 
of the pinwheel in rp, if it exists. If jE 1>9, then in Step PR2, those vertices of the 
K3,3 constructed in the previous step that will be the rim vertices of the pinwheel 
are identified. In Steps PR3 and PR4, the wings and rim edges of the pinwheel are 
determined as well as the way they should be attached to the K3,3 output in Step 
PRl. In Step PR5, the wings and rim edges are assembled to produce the pinwheel. 
Finally, in Step PR6, it is decided whether the bicircular matroid of the pinwheel 
constructed in the previous step is the matroid M. 
Algorithm PR. 
Input: A matroid M specified by a ground set E, (E 129, and an independence 
oracle. 
Output: A pinwheel G in r, such that M= B(G) or the conclusion that no such 
pinwheel exists. 
Step PRl (*Construct an initial K 3,3 *). If M does not have three pairwise dis- 
joint three-element cocircuits, STOP. Otherwise, choose three such cocircuits D, , 
D2, and D,, and let S := D, U D2 U D3. Let r denote the set of graphs that are iso- 
morphic to K3,3 and have D1, D,, and D, as stars. If there does not exist a graph 
in r the set of whose stars is the set of three-element cocircuits of M \(E- S), 
STOP, Otherwise, let K denote this K 3,3. (* Note that if K exists and M is the bi- 
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circular matroid of a pinwheel in rp, then K is unique. *) If E=S, let G := K, 
R :=0, and GO TO Step PR6. Otherwise, let U be the set of three vertices of K 
whose stars are D, , D2, and D,, and let W := V(K) - U. (* The sets U and W are 
the candidates for the set of rim vertices of the pinwheel to be constructed. *) 
Step PR2 (* Identify the rim vertices *). Since Ef S, choose an e E E - S. Suppose 
first that e is an element of some three-element cocircuit D of M. If D is not unique 
or is not disjoint from S, STOP. Let r be the set of pinwheels with four wings that 
can be obtained from K by adding the elements of D to K as edges so that for G E r, 
G[D] is a wing and the set of rim vertices of G is either U or W. 
Now suppose that e is in no three-element cocircuit of M. In this case, let r be 
the set of pinwheels with three wings that can be obtained from K by adding e to 
K as an edge so that e has both its ends in either U or W. 
In either case, if there does not exist a unique graph in r whose four-edge stars 
are cocircuits of A4 \ (E - (S U D)) or M \ (E - (S U {e})) respectively, STOP. Other- 
wise, such a graph exists, and in this case, let u be any one of its degree-four vertices. 
If u is a vertex in U, let R := U. Otherwise, let R := W. (*The set R is the set of rim 
vertices of the pinwheel to be constructed. *) 
Step PR3 (* Identify the wings *). Let d be the set of three-element cocircuits that 
are disjoint from S. (* If M is the bicircular matroid of a pinwheel in rp and there 
is a three-element cocircuit not disjoint from S, then there is at most one, and it is 
the star of a vertex in R. *) If d =0, GO TO Step PR4. If the cocircuits in d are 
not pairwise disjoint, STOP. Otherwise, for each DEA, do the following. Let r be 
the set of pinwheels with four wings that can be obtained from K by adding the 
elements of D to K as edges so that for GET, G[D] is a wing and the set of rim 
vertices of G is R. If there does not exist a unique graph in r whose four-edge stars 
are cocircuits of M\(E- (S U D)), STOP. Otherwise, let G, denote this unique 
graph. 
Step PR4 (* Identify the rim edges *). Let T be the union of the cocircuits in d. 
(If d =0, let T:=O.) If SU T=E, then GO TO Step PR5. Otherwise, for each 
e E E - (SU T) do the following. Let r be the set of graphs that can be obtained 
from K by adding e to K as an edge with ends in R. If there does not exist a unique 
graph in r whose two four-edge stars are cocircuits of M\(E - (S U {e}), STOP. 
Otherwise, let G, denote this unique graph. 
Step PRS (*Construct a pinwheel G *). Let G denote the pinwheel with )d 1 + 3 
wings such that for every DE A and e E E - (S U T), Go and G, are subgraphs of G. 
Step PR6 (*Check if M=B(G) *). If Q(M)> ) V(G)), STOP. If the stars of the 
vertices in R are not cocircuits of M, STOP. If there is a cycle of G whose edge set 
is dependent in M, STOP. Otherwise, output G and END. 
The time needed by Algorithm PR is dominated by the time required to generate 
the three-element cocircuits of A4 and test whether the edge set of every cycle of G 
is independent in M. Both operations can be done in 0( JE 14) time. 
Suppose that M= B(G) where G is a pinwheel in r, . If G is isomorphic to K3, 3, 
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then it follows from Proposition 5.1 that Step PRl will construct G. The validity 
of Step PR2 follows again from Proposition 5.1 and from the fact that if there 
is a graph in I- whose four-edge stars are cocircuits of M\ (E- (S U D)) (or 
M \(E - (S U {e}))), then those cocircuits are not cocircuits of the bicircular matroid 
of any other graph in r. (This can be easily verified by case analysis.) The validity 
of Steps PR3 and PR4 follow from similar arguments. Therefore, the graph G is 
the one constructed in Step PR5. If, on the other hand, A4 is not the bicircular 
matroid of a pinwheel in r,, the algorithm will conclude this by Corollary 3.2. 
Theorem 5.2. Algorithm PR is correct and requires 0(lE14) time. 
As is the case with generalized wheels, there exists an algorithm to determine 
whether a matroid is the bicircular matroid of a graph that is homeomorphic from 
a pinwheel in rp. Also, enumeration-based procedures can be easily constructed to 
recognize bicircular matroids of pinwheels not in &. In both cases, the details are 
left to the reader. 
To determine whether a matroid is the bicircular matroid of a graph homeo- 
morphic from K,, cosimplify and then enumerate. 
6. A negative result for Halin graphs 
A connected planar graph G with edge set T U C, Tfl C= 0, is called a Halin 
graph if G[ T] is a tree having no degree-two vertices and G[C] is a cycle whose ver- 
tices are the degree-one vertices of G [ T]. The graph in Fig. 3 is a Halin graph. Clearly, 
wheels are Halin graphs. (If G is a wheel, let T be the set of spokes of G, and let 
C be the set of rim edges.) It is natural therefore to ask whether it is possible to 
determine in polynomial time whether a given matroid is the bicircular matroid of 
a Halin graph. In this section, it will be shown that this decision problem is NP- 
hard. The proof employs a construction used by Chandru et al. [2] to show that it 
is NP-hard to determine whether a matroid is the bicircular matroid of a graph. 
Before stating the main results of this section, some background material is needed. 
Let S be a finite set of integers greater than 1, and let o denote the product of 
the integers in S. In addition, suppose 52 is an integer such that 02 52~2. The 
subset-product problem, abbreviated s-pproblem, for (S, Q) is to determine whether 
there exists a subset of the integers in S whose product is exactly Q. The pair (S, Q) 
Fig. 3. 
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is called an instance of the s-p problem. The s-p problem is known to be NP-hard 
[5]. If /S ( 2 4, it will be shown that the s-p problem for (S, Q) can be reduced to the 
problem of deciding whether a matroid is the bicircular matroid of a Halin graph. 
Let (S, 52) be an instance of the s-p problem where S := {st, 4, s3,sq, ss>. The 
weighted digraph in Fig. 4 is an example of an s-p digraph for (S,Q). 
It should be clear how to construct s-p digraphs in general for ISI 24. The con- 
struction given by Chandru et al. is essentially the same as the one above except that 
in their formulation there is (for purely technical reasons) an extra edge directed 
from u to u with weight u + 1. Note that the underlying graph of an s-p digraph is 
a Halin graph. The proof of the following lemma is identical to the one provided 
by Chandru et al. if the extra edge described above is ignored. 
Lemma 6.1. If (S, S2) is an instance of the s-p problem with IS j 2 4 and (6, w) is an 
s-p digraph for (S, Q), then (G, w) has a unit-gain cycle if and only if there exists 
a subset of the integers in S whose product is exactly Q. 
A strengthened version of the following lemma appears in Coullard et al. [3]. 
L:mma 6.2. Let (S, 52) be an instance of the s-p problem with /S 114, and let 
(G, w) be an s-p digraph for (S, Q). Let e be the edge of G with w(e) = Q, and let 
u and v denote the ends of e. In addition, let el and e2 and f, and f2 denote the 
edges of H := G \ {e} that have ends u and v respectively. If H’ is a connected graph 
such that B(H’) = B(H), then either H’= H or H’ can be obtained from H by inter- 
changing el with e2, fi with f2, or both. 
Lemma 6.3. If (S, Q) is an instance of the s-p problem with IS ) 14 and (6, w) is an 
s-p digraph fo_r (S, Q), then GN(G, w) is the bicircular matroid of a Halin graph if 
and only if (G, w) has no unit-gain cycles. 
Proof. (-) Let u,, v, e, et, fi, andf3 be as in the statement of Lemma 6.2, and sup- 
pose that GN(G, w) = B(H). If (G’, w’) is the weighted digraph obtained from 
(G, w) by deleting the edge e, then GN(G’, w)=B(H’) where H’:=H \{e}. (The 
weighting w’ is obtained from w by just restricting w to E(G) - {e}.) Since (G’, w’) 
has no unit-gain cycles, GN(G’: w’) =B(G’). Therefore, B(G’) =B(H’). By Lemma 
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6.2, H’ can be obtained from G’ by interchanging el with e2, fi with f2, or both. 
Let U’ and O’ denote the vertices of H’ that correspond to the vertices u and u respec- 
tively-of G’. Since (G’, w’) has no unit-gain cycles, {e, el, e2} is a cocircuit of 
GN(G, w). (A cocircuit of GN(G, W) is a minimal set of edges of G whose deletion 
increases the number of components every cycle of which is a unit-gain cycle.) 
Suppose that e does not have U’ as an end in H. In this case, {el,e2} is a cocircuit 
of B(H), a contradiction, since GN(G, w) = B(H). Therefore, e has ends U’ and u’ 
in H. In summary, H can be obtained from G by interchanging er with e2, fi with 
fit or both. 
Now suppose that (6, w) has a unit-gain cycle U. Since GN(G, w) =B(H), 
K := H[E(U)] is a bicycle of H. Since (G’, w’) has no unit-gain cycles, e is an edge 
of U. Therefore, exactly one of e, and e2 is also an edge of U. Suppose el is an edge 
of I/. Let x be the end of e, that is not U, and let x’ be the corresponding vertex of 
H. If H is obtained from G by interchanging er with e,, then x’ is a degree-one ver- 
tex of K, a contradiction. Therefore, G = H, a contradiction. Consequently, (6, w) 
has no unit-gain cycles. 
(0 If (6, w) has no unit-gain cycles, then GN(G, w)=B(G). 0 
Recall from Section 2 that if N is a gnf matrix, then M(N) = GN(G, w) where 
(6, w) is any associated weighted digraph of N. By combining Lemmas 6.1 and 
6.2, the main result of this section is obtained. 
Theorem 6.4. If N is a gnf matrix, the problem of deciding whether M(N) is the 
bicircular matroid of a Halin graph is NP-hard. 
The definition of an s-p digraph can be modified to show that the problem of 
determining whether a matroid is the bicircular matroid of an outerplanar graph is 
NP-hard. Like Halin graphs, outerplanar graphs have a simple structure. 
If (S, Q) is an instance of the s-p problem where S := {s1,s2,s3,s4,s5}, the under- 
lying graph of the weighted digraph in Fig. 5 is outerplanar. It should be clear how 
to construct weighted digraphs like the one in Fig. 5 when j S I> 5. Results analogous 
to those in Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 can be proved for s-p digraphs structured like the 
one in Fig. 5. 
Sl $2 s3 s5 
Fig. 5 
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